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Puluz floating grip for action cameras
Equip your action camera with the functional Puluz floating grip! Its compact and lightweight design makes it comfortable to use and the
anti-sinking feature prevents you from losing your device during water sports. Bet on the combination of quality and comfort!
 
Functionality first
The grip was designed specifically for water activities. It is made of plastic, rubber and special foam, which prevents your device from
sinking. What's more, it is compatible with protective and waterproof case mounts. Do you enjoy water sports or just like being active?
Now you can take your camera with you without worry!
 
Compact, lightweight design
The design of the device focuses on lightness and compactness, in order to support the comfort of use as much as possible. What's more,
the tip of  the grip is  bright orange, so you can quickly locate your camera if  you lose sight of  it.  Record your experiences so you can
happily return to them, whatever you do!
 
Wide compatibility
The mount is compatible with a wide range of cameras from DJI, GoPro, Xiaoyi and other brands. No need to look for a dedicated device!
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Create spectacular water shots without worrying about damaging or losing your equipment. You have it all at your fingertips!
 
Manufacturer
Puluz
Model
PU561E
Material
ABS / rubber / foam
Compatibility
DJI:  Action  2,  Osmo Action;  GoPro:  HERO10 Black,  HERO9 Black,  MAX,  HERO8 Black,  HERO7 White,  HERO7 Silver,  HERO7 Black,  NEW
HERO,  Fusion,  HERO6  Black,  HERO5  Black,  HERO5  Session,  Hero  Session,  HERO4,  Session  HERO4,  HERO3+,  HERO3,  HERO2,  HERO;
Xiaoyi

Price:

€ 9.00
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